Premier Online Retailer of Men’s Titanium-Jewelry Now Offers
Dog Tags
Titanium-Jewelry.com now sells the classic design of dog tags and dog tag necklaces
designed by Edward Mirell
September 11, 2012 (FPRC) -- Modesto, California, United States-Titanium-Jewelry.com, a premier
online retailer of men’s titanium-jewelry has created dog tags and dog tag necklaces designed by
Edward Mirell. The exquisite designs of the titanium dog tags are creative and beautiful;
Titanium-jewelry.com presents a unique design for each dog tag that produces a one-of-a-kind piece
of jewelry. Offered in titanium and black titanium, the dog tags offer a sleek look.
The titanium dog tags make a fashion statement for all men. Titanium-Jewelry.com has a variety of
dog tag necklaces to choose from making it difficult to only pick one. The Heritage Black Titanium
dog tag necklace is a hot new item that is sold at Titanium-jewelry.com. This featured dog tag has a
distinctive pattern with the top surface being a polish finish and the recessed area being a rougher
matte finish. The difference in texture gives this dog tag an artistic and fresh look.
Any piece of the dog tag collection sold at Titanium-Jewelry.com will make a great addition to every
jewelry collection. Titanium-Jewelry.com offers an exclusive style in all jewelry; the titanium dog
tags are a great style that all men can pull off. Providing attention to detail and creativeness, the
dog tag jewelry created by Titanium-Jewelry.com allows them to be set apart from others.
In business for more than 20 years, Titanium-Jewelry.com has a reputation for carrying beautiful,
award winning pieces that are perfect for men and women looking for both contemporary and classic
design. Titanium-Jewelry.com carries jewelry made with the trend in latest precious metals and
many traditional pieces as well. This company stays ahead of the rest by offering a great selection
of quality jewelry and outstanding customer service. Not only is Titanium-jewlery.com an online
jewelry retailer there is an actual store located in Modesto, CA with gemologist and jewelers in
house.
About Titanium-Jewelry.com
Titanium-Jewelry.com offers sophisticated designs from ArtCarved, Benchmark, COGE, Diana
Classic, Edward Mirell, Formotion Watches, Heavy Stone Rings, J.R. Yates, Triton and the Belloria
Black Diamond collection for her. Enticing grooms and couples worldwide, the online retailer
provides a multitude of styles and metals representing the best selection of palladium rings, titanium
money clips, titanium rings, tungsten rings, and men’s wedding bands for the fashion forward male
and female.
Experts in modern men's wedding rings and modern metals jewelry, Titanium-Jewelry.com leads the
industry in contemporary jewelry fashions.
For more information, please visit
www.Titanium-Jewelry.com.
###
Contact Information
For more information contact Ron Yates of Titanium Jewelry.com (http://www.titanium-jewelry.com)
800-370-2646
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